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Abstract
According to the Earth-scale top model, the Earth’s axis was tilted approximately 1.8 billion years between 2.7 billion to 900 
million years ago. This resulted in the freezing of the equatorial zone and the recognition of a Slushball Earth, explaining 
the Pongola, Huronian, Sturtian, Marinoan, and Gondwana -glaciations as well as numerous other historical events of the 
Earth. The hypothesis that nitrogen, oxygen, and water were formed due to nuclear transmutation at high temperatures and 
pressures, suggests that excess oxygen was produced during photosynthesis and nitrogen and water were expelled into the 
atmosphere from magma reservoirs in the upper mantle through an open system which caused volcanoes in ocean islands. 
The evolution of atmospheric oxygen concentration leading to the development of life over the past 400 million years, can 
be explained by the nitrogen released into the stratosphere through open systems while the magma reservoirs are blocked. 

Introduction 
Since Earth’s formation, it has experienced several periods of 
cold weather, known as glacial period or glaciation. The oldest 
known ice age is the Pongola, which occurred in South Africa 
approximately 2.9 billion years ago, while the most recent is 
the Late Cenozoic ice age, which continues to this day [1]. 
Following Harland’s theories [2] regarding Neoproterozoic 
glaciers, the “Snowball Earth” hypothesis was first proposed 
by Salyards et al. [3]. Then, Hoffman et al. [4] summarized the 
results of a cap carbonate survey in Namibia, South Africa, in 
the so-called “global freezing” hypothesis. The Snowball Earth 
hypothesis asserts that the entire Earth was completely covered 
in ice sheets and sea ice, including near the equator, in the last 
stage of the early Proterozoic Huronian Ice Age (2.45‒2.2 billion 
years ago) and the Late Proterozoic Sturtian and Marinoan Ice 
Ages (730‒635 million years ago). Proponents of this theory 
have challenged the geological evidence for global glaciation and 
the geophysical feasibility of ice- and mud-covered oceans [5, 
6] and have emphasized the difficulty of escaping a total freeze. 
Many questions remain with regards to this hypothesis, including 
whether the Earth was either a perfect snowball or a “slushball” 
with a thin equatorial open water zone (or seasonally open water 
zone) [7]. A competing hypothesis to explain the presence of ice on 
the equatorial continents is based around the Earth’s axial tilt angle 
being approximately 90°. Williams reported a high-obliquity low-

latitude ice and strong seasonality (HOLIST) hypothesis based on 
a large inclination in the Earth’s axis [8]. However, his hypothesis 
has been refuted because of its mechanical difficulty [3], and 
scarce supporting evidence [4]. 

Hara [9] proposed another explanation for the phenomenon of 
low-latitude glaciation based on Earth-scale top model, that is, 
an extended period of time in a sideways inclination over 1.8 
billion years from about 0.9 to 2.7 billion years ago at an axis 
of rotation tilt angle θ ~90°, which would result in weak sunlight 
over the equatorial zone, resulting in a long-running susceptibility 
to freezing. This alternative to the Snowball Earth hypothesis is 
the so-called “Slushball Earth” hypothesis. Ice entombed events 
are believed to have caused the mass extinction of protists, known 
as the Great Extinction, and the subsequent leap in biological 
evolution, known as the Cambrian Explosion. The emergence of 
oxygen-breathing organisms and multicellular organisms, known 
as the Ediacaran biota are thought to be closely related to ice-
entombed events. Our interests lie in the Slushball Earth hypothesis 
and the generation of excess oxygen during glacial periods, from 
2.7 billion years ago to present. Due to the unavailability of 
directly observed astrophysical and geophysical data to explain 
the variations in the axial tilt of the Earth system model and the 
formation of oxygen, respectively, these questions need to be 
analyzed using circumstantial evidence and insights gained into 
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Earth’s historical events using other types of data. 

Neoproterozoic Slushball Earth 
The evolution of the tilt angle of the Earth has greatly influenced 
its dynamic, climatic, and biotic development. Williams first 
proposed this possibility based on the normal climatic zonation 
during the Phanerozoic, the paradoxical Late Proterozoic glacial 
climate, the seeming reserve climatic zonation of the Precambrian 
in general, and the single giant impact hypothesis for the origin of 
the Moon [10]. Because he did not show the precise variation of 
Earth’s obliquity over its history, the variation in the obliquity was 
thought to be impossible.

Hara [9] proposed another explanation for the phenomenon of 
low-latitude glaciation based on Earth-scale top model, that is, an 
extended period of time in a sideways inclination over 1.8 billion 
years. This model simulated the change in the inclination of the 
spin axis of Earth after starting at θ = 179.5˚ provided that actual 
real-Earth values (C-A)/C = 0.0034 and ω = 366.25 Ω (365.25 
spins about its axis a year and one geometric spin generated by 
one revolution around the Sun [111]), based on the well-known 
precession-nutation theory with the hypothetical gyroscope-effect, 

where θ is the direction of an axial tilt angle from the north ecliptic 
pole, C and A are moments of inertia along and transverse to the 
axis of symmetry, respectively; ω and Ω are spin and revolution 
rates, respectively (Appendix 1). Figure 1 shows the reversing 
motion of the symmetry axis of the Earth-scale top from 4.6 billion 
years ago to the present time, along with various geophysical and 
biological events in Earth’s history. This curve is distinct over a 
long time-interval (1.8 billion years) of sideways tilt (θ ≈ 90˚) 
from 2.7 to 0.9 billion years ago, corresponding to low-latitude 
glaciation. 

From the results of a cap carbonate survey in Namibia, Hoffman 
et al. [4] reported that the “global freezing” hypothesis explains 
many extraordinary observations in the geologic record of the 
Neoproterozoic world: (1) the presence of striated iron deposits; 
(2) evidence of long-lived glaciers at sea level in the tropics; 
(3) mystery of the presence of cap carbonate rocks; (4) Carbon 
isotope changes associated with glacial deposits. Since Hoffman 
et al. refuted Jenkins’ and Scotese’s thesis [12] with four striking 
features of late Proterozoic glacial deposits, here, we will attempt 
to answer four questions, taking the Proterozoic Slushball Earth 
hypothesis into consideration. 
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Figure 1: Changes in the axial tilt of Earth from billions years ago to the present time, along with historical geoscientific events. Earth 
with different axial tilts (180°, 90°, and 23.5°). ttps://doi.org/10.1038/scientificamerican0509-36.
1. Presence of striated iron deposits
Striped iron ores are alternating accumulations of iron oxide-rich 
and silica-rich layers, and are widely distributed throughout the 
world, including special Australia and  Brazil. This deposit is known 
to have formed in large quantities approximately 2.5 to 2 billion 
years ago [13, 14]. This indicates that the ice-covered oceans were 
anoxic because gas exchange with the atmosphere was blocked, 
and divalent iron ions were dissolved under anoxic conditions. 
Since continental formation began in the early Proterozoic, and 
by the late Proterozoic the Rodinia supercontinent assembled 
near the equator [15], the  formation of striated iron ores can be 

explained by the freezing of equatorial regions  associated with 
Earth's tilting (Fig. 1). However, the fact that few striated iron ores 
have  formed since their formation approximately 1.8 billion years 
ago implies that the oxygen   concentration in the atmosphere has 
increased to some extent, as illustrated in Fig. 2. On the other 
hand, the striated iron ore deposits in the Late Proterozoic, which 
have not formed in a billion years, are thought to have formed 
again because magmatic activity caused the  supply of  reducing 
materials from the  submarine  hydrothermal system, resulting in a 
hypoxic environment [3]. 
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2. Paleomagnetic Evidence of the Existence of Continental Ice 
Sheets in Equatorial Regions 
When sedimentary rocks form, the magnetic minerals within 
them tend to coincide with the Earth’s magnetic field. As a result, 
paleomagnetism can be used to estimate the latitude at which the 
rocks were deposited. The paleomagnetic position of glacier-
derived deposits (e.g., dropstones) suggests that glaciers extended 
from land to sea level at tropical latitudes at the time that they were 
deposited [16]. Currently, the only sediments  known to have been 
deposited at low latitudes are the Elatina sediments of Australia, 
whose depositional age is well constrained and the signal is clearly 
original [17]. Based on the magnetic orientation of tiny mineral 
grains in glacial sediments, Harland asserted that all continents 
had assembled near the equator in the Neoproterozoic [2]. The 
long-lived sideways tilt (θ ≈ 90°) for 1.7 billion years in Fig. 1 
explains how glaciers could have survived tropical heat. 

3. Existence of Cap Carbonates in Neoproterozoic Glacial Times 
Neoproterozoic glacial deposits are blanketed almost everywhere 
by carbonate rocks [4].The existence of cap carbonates indicates 
that carbonates were abruptly formed in warm, shallow seas due to 
sudden climate change after the glaciers dropped their last loads. 
This is because a decrease in the axis of rotation inevitably raises 
temperatures and melts glaciers in equatorial regions. The thick 
sequences of carbonate rock are the expected consequence of 
global warming unique to the transient aftermath of the Slushball 
Earth, corresponding to recovery from a 90° tilt of the axis of 
rotation starting at approximately 900 million years ago.

4. Carbon isotopic variations
Carbon isotope ratios (13C/12C) show anomalously large values 
(~10‰) below the glacial deposits, but which begin to decline 
just before the glacial deposits, dropping to values of -6 ‰ in the 
immediate vicinity of the glacial deposits [3]. This value is that of 
volcanic gases supplied to the atmosphere and ocean. This negative 
anomaly in carbon isotope ratios suggests an almost complete 
cessation of photosynthetic activity by organisms shortly after 
the glacial period, (i.e., the Great Extinction of life 0.44 billion 
years ago (late Ordovician period) and 0.36 billion years ago (late 
Devonian) [18], corresponding to 74.2° and 67.5° respectively). 

However, there are several problems with designating a glacial 
origin for cap carbonate [19]: (1) dissolution of carbonates owing 
to ocean acidity when carbon dioxide concentrations are high; (2) 
the uncertain existence of cap carbonate. 

Considering the Slushball Earth hypothesis, a number of mech-
anisms have been reported for the onset of frozen Earth, includ-
ing supervolcano eruptions, reduced atmospheric concentrations 
of greenhouse gases, such as methane and carbon dioxide and 
changes in solar energy output. Regardless of the trigger, the initial 
cooling may have eventually frozen the equator as cold as modern 
Antarctica owing to the reflection of solar energy back into space 
(increased Earth albedo) caused by the increased surface area of  
the Earth covered in ice and snow. Furthermore, the positive feed-
back would have cooled the Earth further. 

Although the existence of glaciers is not disputed, the idea that 
the entire planet was covered in ice is disputed. Some scientists 
therefore postulate the “Slushball Earth”, in where sediments are 
only formed in open water or under rapidly moving ice, or where 
the hydrological cycle continued in thin ice-covered waters [7]. 
Computer modelling using energy balance and general circulation 
models suggests that large areas of the ocean should have remained 
ice-free and argues that “hard” snowballs are not plausible [20]. 

A theory that neatly explains the Slushball Earth hypothesis is the 
overturning of the Earth’s axis hypothesis, as proposed by Hara 
[9], which spans a period of 1.8 billion years elapsed from about 
2.7 to 0.9 billion years ago. As shown in Fig. 1, the emergence of 
anaerobic cyanobacteria, Pongola glaciation, generation of oxygen 
in the oceans, generation of plants, and generation of atmospheric 
oxygen occurred before the 90° axis rotation of Earth; whereas, 
the onset of continental development, Hugo-Anglian glaciation, 
formation of the solid inner core, formation of continents in the 
equatorial  region, and the development of continents after the for-
mation of the Gondwana supercontinent occurred during the 90° 
tilt. The Earth’s axial tilt began to gradually decrease, accompa-
nied by the Sturtian and Marinoan glacial periods. With the evolu-
tion of the Pangaea supercontinent, the Gondwana ice age arrived, 
leading to the present-day axial ratio of 23.5°. 

The glaciers began to recede around 900 million years ago due to 
a decrease in the tilt of the Earth’s axis and a higher concentra-
tion of carbon dioxide in volcanic gases and methane gas in the 
atmosphere due to global warming, followed by a further decrease 
in temperature due to the weathering of rocks and re-dissolution 
of carbon dioxide and  methane gases into the ocean, resulting in 
the Sturchian glaciation, followed by the  Marinoan and Gaskiers 
glaciations. However, as the major glacial episodes ended millions 
of years before the Cambrian explosion, there were three or four 
smaller glacial periods during the Late Neogene because of these 
icehouse‒greenhouse cycles. When ice melted on Slushball Earth, 
freshwater layers on land and ocean surfaces provided many new 
opportunities for biological evolution.

Generation of excess oxygen unachieved by photosynthesis 
Oxygen gas plays a major role in driving evolution, associated 
with both the dramatic development of life and mass extinctions. 
Here, we note the generation of excess oxygen not achieved 
by photosynthetic reactions on Slushball Earth. Change in O2 
concentrations can be divided into three time periods [21, 22, 
23]: very low content before 2 billion years, rapid accumulation 
(popularly known as “Great Oxidation Event” (GOE) [22] in the 
Precambrian era from 2 to 0.42 billion years ago, and saturation 
content from 0.42 billion years ago to the present time. The results 
are summarized in Fig. 2. We can find three-time period (3.0, 1.9 
and 0.8 billion years ago) enhancements for the great oxidation 
event. The formation of a small amount of free O2 on the sea 
surface by ultraviolet photochemical reactions [24] in the Archean 
era can be expressed as:
                      2H2O + 4hν → 4e- + 4H+ + O2  (1)
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According to the present consensus [25], oxygen gas was generated 
as a result of photosynthetic activity. After the first oxygenic 
photosynthesis by anaerobic cyanobacteria from 3.5 billion years 
onward, aerobic photosynthesis by plants, algae, and cyanobacteria 

(eubacteria) produced oxygen gas and carbohydrates from H2O 
and CO2 since 2.7 billion years ago. Photosynthetic reactions can 
be represented by a single well
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recognized formula given by Eq. (2) [26]:
6CO2 + 6H2O + light energy (2,870 kJ/mol) → C6H12O6 (glucose) 
+ 6O2.    
      
It is known that 1 mol of CO2 produces 1 mol of O2 from Eq. (2). 
In other words, the volume of the reaction did not vary. Therefore, 
the rapid increase in oxygen gas since 2 billion years ago cannot be 
explained solely by photosynthesis because the absolute amount of 
carbon dioxide is too small [27].

Fukuhara proposed a model for the formation of nitrogen, 
oxygen, and water using circumstantial evidence based on the 
history of Earth’s atmosphere [27, 28]. This hypothesis suggests 
that endothermic nuclear transformation changes the carbon and 
oxygen nuclei confined in the aragonite (CaCO3) lattice in magma 
reservoirs into nitrogen and helium nuclei. Nuclear transformation 
is enhanced by the attraction caused by high temperatures (≥ 2510 
K) and pressures (≥ 58 GPa) in the upper mantle. We obtained Eq. 
(3) for the completely closed system by the subsequent reactions 
with photons (γ) and neutrons (n), as shown in Appendix 2:

212C + 216O + 4e*+ 4𝜈e + 2γ → 14N2↑ + 1/216O2↑ + 1H216O↑ + 2n 
-10.58 MeV     (3)
When we focus on igneous gases in magma reservoirs in the 
upper mantle, we see that the nuclear transformation is under 
open systems with lids, such as magma materials released into 
the atmosphere, holding high temperatures and pressures (Fig. 
3), because of a depth of over 600 km. Here we define the mean 
blockade of craters as 0 ≦ 𝑥̅ ≦ 1, as follows:

where 𝑥𝑖 (𝑇) is the blockade degree exhibited by the i-th ocean-
island-type volcano during a certain period T. Strictly speaking, 
the right-hand term of Eq. (A19) in Appendix 2 is first separated 
into two parts, (1-𝑥̅ ) (214N + 4He) and 𝑥̅  (214N + 4He), when  𝑥̅ ≠ 1, 
and the successive nuclear reactions shown in Appendix 2, Eqs. 
(A20) –(A23)  are only applied to the latter. Thus, we obtain:

412C+416O+8e*+8𝜈e + 4 �̅� γ→4(1- 𝑥̅ )14N2↑+4(1- 𝑥̅ )4He↑+2 𝑥̅ 
14N2↑+ 𝑥̅ 16O2↑+2𝑥̅ 1H2

16O↑+4𝑥̅n   
      (5)
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As water vapor circulates in the atmosphere to form rain and He 
gas is easily released from the troposphere into the stratosphere, 
we only consider atmospheric nitrogen and oxygen. 

The following equation is obtained as the concentration of oxygen 
gas X from the right- hand term in Eq. (5) (O2/N2 =  𝑥̅ /2(2-𝑥̅ ), 
therefore:

where δ is the nitrogen released into the stratosphere when the 
magma reservoirs are blocked. The causes of the blockade are 
considered to be the sealing of craters by tenacious lava and thick 
frozen snow (or ice). Figure 3 provides a schematic illustration 
of the formation of 2𝑥̅  mol nitrogen and 𝑥̅  mol oxygen in the 
magma reservoir of the upper mantle and 4(1-𝑥̅ ) mol nitrogen 
in the atmosphere by an open system with a mean blockade 𝑥̅ . 
While 3He and 4He are produced by two- and three-body nuclear 
fusions, respectively, of deuterons confirmed in hexagonal FeDx 
core-center crystals, since they are released from mid-ocean ridge 
islands derived from the proto-plume such as Baffin and West 
Greenland Islands [29, 30] through the lower mantle [31]. In this 
study, we only considered nitrogen and oxygen interacting with 

the troposphere. We calculated the oxygen concentrations using 
Ward’s atmospheric oxygen concentrations over the last 400 
million years [32]. The results of which are shown in Fig. 4. The 
maximum oxygen concentration did not exceed 30% over 400 
million years to date. In the inset of Fig. 4, the curves of oxygen 
concentration versus mean blockade are shown as functions when 
the values of δ are 0, 1, 2 and 2.7 (Eq. (6)) over 400 million years. 
Surprisingly, the oxygen concentrations over 400 million years 
(Ward’s data [30]) were approximately expressed as a function of 
the mean blockade when δ was 2.7. This indicates that the amount 
of nitrogen gas released into the stratosphere has been constant 
over 400 million years and the percentages of the release, 100 
δ/ (4-2 𝑥̅ ), are 76±3% using the relation that 𝑥̅  = 0.14 ‒ 0.30 for 
X=12 ‒ 30% which are obtained from a curve corresponding to δ 
=2.7 (Fig.4, inset). The value of 76% is less than the well-known 
value of helium gas release 84% [27, 31]. These results indicate 
that the reaction in the volcano was open. The fact that the present 
oxygen concentration of 20.8% corresponds to the mean blockade 
of magma reservoirs, 𝑥̅ = 0.27 (Fig. 4, inset), is very suggestive in 
view of volcanic activity. Basalt is less viscous but tends to cap 
volcanoes, as well as freeze. This is reasonable because the cover 
of the craters must be opened periodically.
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The above results are those when only the nitrogen gas release was 
considered and  we introduce briefly a trial that the oxygen gas 
release is simultaneously considered.

A model that the loss of oxygen is proportional to α times the molar 
volume ratio of oxygen to nitrogen gases is shown in Eq. (7):

We tried plots of X vs. 𝑥̅ changing in the values of δ and α, and 
obtained a curve which coincides with the curve of δ = 2.7 in the 
inset of Fig. 4 only at the values of δ = 3.0 and α = 0.27. Four 
points are indicated by red closed circles in the inset. It is known 
that the percentages of the oxygen gas release, 100α (δ/ (4-2( x)), 
are 23±1% and those of the nitrogen gas release, 100δ/ (4-2𝑥), are 
84±4% using the relation that 𝑥 = 0.14-0.30 for X=12-30%, namely 
the loss of oxygen is about one fourth of the loss of nitrogen.

Conclusions
In this study, we present a “Slushball Earth” model to explain the 
occurrence of glaciation and several other geohistorical events. The 
fact that the evolution of oxygen concentrations up to 400 million 
years ago, expressed in terms of the mean blockade of ocean-island-
type volcanos, 𝑥, and the nitrogen released into the stratosphere 

while the reservoir was blocked, δ, enhanced the responsibility for 
the generation of excess oxygen by open system reactions with 
the blockade of craters at a certain frequency. Ward’s data analysis 
highlighted two important values, δ = 2.7 and 𝑥 = 0.22 ± 0.08 for 
12 ‒ 30% oxygen concentrations over 400 million years. A trial 
model that both the release of nitrogen and oxygen gasses were 
considered led to the result that δ is not 2.7 but 3.0, and α which 
represents a release ratio of oxygen to nitrogen is 0.27, that is, the 
loss of oxygen  gas is about one fourth of the loss of nitrogen gas. 
We excluded H2O from the atmospheric composition in this study 
because its form is liquid or solid, but its mass is nearly equal 
to 𝑥O2  in Eq. (5). Thus, nuclear transformation is also a strong 
candidate for the origin of water on Earth.
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Appendix 1
Derivation process and verification method of the graph in Fig. 
1

A1-1. Gravity gyroscope-effect 
Given a forced directional change, a spinning body moves not 
into the forced direction, but in the orthogonal direction to the 
forced change. For example, when a spinning top supported at 
one end of its axis is released, it resists gravity and circulates 
horizontally about the vertical axis. This circular motion is a well-
known phenomenon, a gyroscopic effect referred to as the gravity 
gyroscope-effect. The downward gravitational force    is 
exactly balanced by an equal and opposite upward force  at 
the end (pivot); these two forces form a couple which causes a 
horizontal circular motion, called precession. Two facts holding in 
this phenomenon are extracted to derive a couple formula in other 
gyroscope-effects mentioned later, as guiding principles. (1) The
magnitude of force in            is the same as that in     
i.e.,                                    (2) The direction of force coincides with 
the direction of motion in spin = 0.

A1-2. Revolution gyroscope-effect by friction
On the other hand, when a gimbal-mounted gyroscope with 
universal rotational freedom rides on a revolving vehicle 
(turntable, merry-go-round, etc.) and is put into a retrograde spin, 
the spin axis inverts vertically and aligns with the vertical axis of 
revolution. This vertical motion also represents another gyroscopic 
effect, referred to as the revolution gyroscope-effect. The behavior 
was once pointed out in 1905 [34] and has been explained 
dynamically in 2008 [35]. Then, the spin axis resists the revolution 
and maintains its azimuthal direction at an almost constant. This 
means that the vehicle revolves at an angular velocity     , whereas 
the top axis spinning at an angular velocity w ( w >    ) circulates 
at a different angular velocity, i.e., the equal and opposite angular 
velocity       relative to the floor of the vehicle. A horizontal couple 
due to friction at the bottom support (pivot or bearing) sustaining 
the weight of the gyroscope forms a vertical torque, stemmed from 
the centrifugal force and followed by the guiding principles, which 
is transmitted to the rotor through gimbals and inverts the spin 
axis. 

where unit vectors e3  and  e2 are sown in Fig. A1. Inverting phenomena 
of a gimbal-mounted gyroscope with universal rotational freedom 
occur on the center of a turntable or on an orbiting vehicle like 
merry-go-round. The external torque transmitted from a vehicle to 
a rotor in an orbiting vehicle results from the force about the center 
of mass of the rotor, not the force about the center of the circular 
path. The torque produced by the latter force disappears. Even if 
spin = 0 in the orbital frame at rate       ,the top means geometrically 
to spin at the rate               relative to an inertial frame, just as 
Moon orbiting Earth. In this case, the top axis is static relative to 
the revolution frame and the gyroscope-effect never occurs. The 
inversion phenomena are only conspicuous when the spin rate w   

is a little larger than the revolution rate    : the smaller the ratio 
w /     (>1), the faster the inversion. When            , the inversion 
phenomena are too slow to observe. Ideally, we should obtain the 
condition    to observe the inverting phenomena. 

Let the spin angular momentum be L = Cwe3 , then from dL / dt 
= N , precession    and nutation    are represented as follows to 
explain the phenomenon quantitatively [35] and provide dynamics 
in Fig. A2 [37]:

where

and the integral constant is chosen    . Note that 
the result satisfies the elemental vectorial representation of the 
gyroscope-effect:       

Figure A1: Three reference frames (i, j, k) ,(e '1, e '2 , e '3 ) , (e1, e2 
, e3 ) expressed by unit vectors  and  three  rotational  degrees  of  
freedom   (      )  (Euler’s angles), with the origin at the 
center of mass of a top: (i, j, k) denote an inertial frame; the di-
rection of the spin axis e3 is represented by   (        ) ; precession 
(revolution)  by                               nutation by   
and  spin  by                           The reference frame 
fixed in the rotor is not used, but C and A are the same as those in  
    because of axial symmetry.

A1-3. Revolution gyroscope-effect by precession
Orbital planets and satellites have no gimbals to generate friction 
causing the above type of vertical motion. In spin = 0 in the orbital 
frame ( w =      in an inertial frame) just as Moon orbiting Earth, 
there is no problem: a top axis obeys the revolution to circulate 
synchronously. But in             just as Earth orbiting 
Sun, there is a problem:  Earth revolves around Sun at the rate         
(360O per year); nonetheless, Earth’s axis refuses  the  revolution  
     and  precesses (circulates) at the rate      (360O per 26000 years). 
Therefore, riding on a vehicle at the angular velocity    , Earth’s 
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angular velocity  , whereas the top axis spinning at an angular velocity   (  ) 437 

circulates at a different angular velocity, i.e., the equal and opposite angular velocity   438 

relative to the floor of the vehicle. A horizontal couple due to friction at the bottom 439 

support (pivot or bearing) sustaining the weight of the gyroscope forms a vertical torque, 440 

stemmed from the centrifugal force and followed by the guiding principles, which is 441 

transmitted to the rotor through gimbals and inverts the spin axis. 442 

The torque formula [35] is obtained as   443 

2
3 2( ) sinC A    N e e  ,                       (A1) 444 

where unit vectors 3e  and  2e  are sown in Fig. A1. Inverting phenomena of a gimbal-445 

mounted gyroscope with universal rotational freedom occur on the center of a turntable 446 

or on an orbiting vehicle like merry-go-round. The external torque transmitted from a 447 

vehicle to a rotor in an orbiting vehicle results from the force about the center of mass of 448 

the rotor, not the force about the center of the circular path. The torque produced by the 449 

latter force disappears. Even if 0spin   in the orbital frame at rate  , the top means 450 

geometrically to spin at the rate    relative to an inertial frame, just as Moon 451 

orbiting Earth. In this case, the top axis is static relative to the revolution frame and the 452 

gyroscope-effect never occurs. The inversion phenomena are only conspicuous when the 453 

spin rate   is a little larger than the revolution rate  : the smaller the ratio /   454 

(>1), the faster the inversion. When   , the inversion phenomena are too slow to 455 

observe. Ideally, we should obtain the condition 1.5 ~ 400   to observe the 456 

inverting phenomena. 457 

   Let the spin angular momentum be 3CL e , then from /d dt L N , precession 458 

  and nutation   are represented as follows to explain the phenomenon quantitatively 459 

[35] and provide dynamics in Fig. A2 [37]:  460 
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Fig. A1. Three reference frames ( , , )i j k , 1 2 3( ' , ' , ' )e e e , 1 2 3( , , )e e e  expressed by unit 467 

vectors and three rotational degrees of freedom ( , , )    (Euler’s angles), with the 468 

origin at the center of mass of a top: ( , , )i j k  denote an inertial frame; the direction of 469 

the spin axis 3e  is represented by ( , )  ; precession (revolution) by 3'  k e    470 

( Ω k ), nutation by 2 2'  θ e e   , and spin by 3 e   (   spin rate). 471 

The reference frame fixed in the rotor is not used, but C and A are the same as those in 472 

1 2 3( , , )e e e  because of axial symmetry. 473 
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of vertical motion. In 0spin   in the orbital frame (   in an inertial frame) just as 477 

Moon orbiting Earth, there is no problem: a top axis obeys the revolution to circulate 478 

synchronously. But in 0spin   (  ) just as Earth orbiting Sun, there is a problem: 479 

Earth revolves around Sun at the rate   (360° per year); nonetheless, Earth’s axis 480 

refuses the revolution   and precesses (circulates) at the rate   (360° per 26000 481 

years). Therefore, riding on a vehicle at the angular velocity  , Earth’s axis persists to 482 

circulate at the different angular velocity  . Why on earth does the revolution 483 

gyroscope-effect occur to align the spin axis with the revolution axis? Hara [36] discussed 484 

the possible inversion of the spin axis of a man-made satellite and the search for the 485 

ultimate detectable conditions for a realizable experiment. A spinning top in orbit under 486 

gravitation is forced to precess around the North Pole normal to the orbital plane. This 487 

means that the top’s axis circulates at precession rate   resisting the orbital motion at 488 

revolution rate  , where it holds  

 . This resistance may produce a slow 489 

revolution gyroscope-effect by precession. 490 

ISS (International Space Station) orbits Earth at the rate   (1 revolution per 90 491 

minutes). On Earth’s ground, there are many restaurants revolving at the same rate. We 492 

need to produce a gimbal-mounted gyroscope spinning at rate   (= 1 rotation per 60 493 

minutes), that is 1.5  , the same rate as the minute hand of a clock. According to 494 

the revolution gyroscope-effect by friction [35], the gimbal-mounted gyroscope must 495 

invert in about 7 hours (Fig. A2) [37]. In ISS the same gyroscope may invert in about 11 496 

hours (Fig. A3) [37], according to the revolution gyroscope-effect by precession (Eqs. 497 

(A5), (A6)) (hypothesis in [36]). This time scale is a possible experimental time. 498 
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latter force disappears. Even if 0spin   in the orbital frame at rate  , the top means 450 

geometrically to spin at the rate    relative to an inertial frame, just as Moon 451 

orbiting Earth. In this case, the top axis is static relative to the revolution frame and the 452 

gyroscope-effect never occurs. The inversion phenomena are only conspicuous when the 453 

spin rate   is a little larger than the revolution rate  : the smaller the ratio /   454 

(>1), the faster the inversion. When   , the inversion phenomena are too slow to 455 

observe. Ideally, we should obtain the condition 1.5 ~ 400   to observe the 456 

inverting phenomena. 457 

   Let the spin angular momentum be 3CL e , then from /d dt L N , precession 458 
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axis persists to circulate  at  the  different  angular  velocity .  
Why  on  earth  does  the  revolution gyroscope-effect occur to 
align the spin axis with the revolution axis? Hara [36] discussed 
the possible inversion of the spin axis of a man-made satellite and 
the search for the ultimate detectable conditions for a realizable 
experiment. A spinning top in orbit under gravitation is forced to 
precess around the North Pole normal to the orbital plane. This 
means that the top’s axis circulates at precession rate     resisting 
the orbital motion at revolution rate       , where it holds        
This  resistance  may  produce  a  slow revolution gyroscope-effect 
by precession. 

ISS (International Space Station) orbits Earth at the rate    (1 
revolution per 90 minutes). On Earth’s ground, there are many 
restaurants revolving at the same rate. We  need to produce a gim-
bal-mounted gyroscope spinning at rate w (= 1 rotation per 60 
minutes), that is w =1.5   , the same rate as the minute hand of 
a clock. According to the revolution gyroscope-effect by friction 
[35], the gimbal-mounted gyroscope must invert in about 7 hours 
(Fig. A2) [37]. In ISS the same gyroscope may invert in about 11 
hours (Fig. A3) [37], according to the revolution gyroscope-effect 
by precession (Eqs. (A5), (A6)) (hypothesis in [36]). This time 
scale is a possible experimental time.                                                                                    

Earth’s axial tilt is now    = 23.5O   from the Ecliptic North Pole 
normal to the orbital plane (Ecliptic). Its motion is recognized as a 
precession (-50 '' /year) and nutation ( 9.2 ''/18.6 years). The pre-
cession is a retrograde horizontal circular motion with a period 
equivalent to 360O per 26000 years, and nutation is a vertical re-
ciprocating motion near 23.5O. Vertical one-way motion is never 
recognized. But, this is based on astronomical observations only in 
the past several thousand years. This time scale is too short to dis-
cuss the history of Earth’s axial tilt. However slow it is, one-way 
motion as the Earth-scale top mentioned later would appear for a 
long time, perhaps for a million years. Nowadays, if such a revo-
lution gyroscope-effect occurs, it is possible to detect the effect by 
physical experiments using a man-made satellite.

Figure A2: Revolution gyroscope-effect by friction in a restaurant 
revolving at rate      (=1 revolution / 90 min) represents inversion 
of a gimbal-mounted gyroscope spinning at rate ω (=1 rotation / 60 
min). This extremely slow version of gyroscope-effect is necessary  
to link three different phenomena, that is, ground experiment, sat-
ellite experiment, and Earth’s axis motion.

Figure A3: Revolution gyroscope-effect by precession inside 
ISS revolving at the rate      (=1 revolution / 90 min) represents 
inversion of a gimbal-mounted gyroscope spinning at the rate w 
(=1 rotation / 60 min), in a gravity-free state without friction. Note 
that the difference in two expected experiments under the same 
condition. Its realization will prove experimentally the gyroscope-
effect by precession. Outstanding nutation waves fade away along 
with the increase of spin rate      and the curve in the graph 
becomes smooth like that in Fig. 1 in the text.

A1-4. Dynamics of revolution gyroscope-effect by precession
The dynamics is roughly summarized in two steps as follows (cf. 
Fig. A1).

(1)Step 1 (dynamics in Fig. A3): Inversion of an orbiting top 
around Earth with a possible test inside ISS. 

The torque produced from Earth’s universal gravitation acting at a 
disc-like top ( C = 2 A ) is represented as   
where R is the distance from 

an attracting body to a top,        is its unit vector, and I is inertia tensor. 
Riding on a revolving (    ) frame, the top’s spin axis is forced in 
a precession motion ( ), i.e., a small circulating motion. In 
other words, a spinning top maintains the slow precession against 
the quick revolution, therefore the revolution gyroscope-effect by 
precession may arise and cause rising (inverting) motion     
to the spin axis. The effect is represented as a hypothetical torque  
     stemmed from Coriolis force 
and followed by the guiding principles, necessary to be proved by 
experiment [36]. Let the spin angular momentum be L = Cwe3 , 
then from dL / dt = Nug + Nrev , precession       and nutation       are 
represented as follows:
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angular velocity  , whereas the top axis spinning at an angular velocity   (  ) 437 

circulates at a different angular velocity, i.e., the equal and opposite angular velocity   438 

relative to the floor of the vehicle. A horizontal couple due to friction at the bottom 439 

support (pivot or bearing) sustaining the weight of the gyroscope forms a vertical torque, 440 

stemmed from the centrifugal force and followed by the guiding principles, which is 441 

transmitted to the rotor through gimbals and inverts the spin axis. 442 

The torque formula [35] is obtained as   443 

2
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where unit vectors 3e  and  2e  are sown in Fig. A1. Inverting phenomena of a gimbal-445 

mounted gyroscope with universal rotational freedom occur on the center of a turntable 446 

or on an orbiting vehicle like merry-go-round. The external torque transmitted from a 447 

vehicle to a rotor in an orbiting vehicle results from the force about the center of mass of 448 

the rotor, not the force about the center of the circular path. The torque produced by the 449 

latter force disappears. Even if 0spin   in the orbital frame at rate  , the top means 450 

geometrically to spin at the rate    relative to an inertial frame, just as Moon 451 

orbiting Earth. In this case, the top axis is static relative to the revolution frame and the 452 

gyroscope-effect never occurs. The inversion phenomena are only conspicuous when the 453 

spin rate   is a little larger than the revolution rate  : the smaller the ratio /   454 

(>1), the faster the inversion. When   , the inversion phenomena are too slow to 455 

observe. Ideally, we should obtain the condition 1.5 ~ 400   to observe the 456 

inverting phenomena. 457 

   Let the spin angular momentum be 3CL e , then from /d dt L N , precession 458 

  and nutation   are represented as follows to explain the phenomenon quantitatively 459 

[35] and provide dynamics in Fig. A2 [37]:  460 
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of vertical motion. In 0spin   in the orbital frame (   in an inertial frame) just as 477 

Moon orbiting Earth, there is no problem: a top axis obeys the revolution to circulate 478 

synchronously. But in 0spin   (  ) just as Earth orbiting Sun, there is a problem: 479 

Earth revolves around Sun at the rate   (360° per year); nonetheless, Earth’s axis 480 

refuses the revolution   and precesses (circulates) at the rate   (360° per 26000 481 

years). Therefore, riding on a vehicle at the angular velocity  , Earth’s axis persists to 482 

circulate at the different angular velocity  . Why on earth does the revolution 483 

gyroscope-effect occur to align the spin axis with the revolution axis? Hara [36] discussed 484 

the possible inversion of the spin axis of a man-made satellite and the search for the 485 

ultimate detectable conditions for a realizable experiment. A spinning top in orbit under 486 

gravitation is forced to precess around the North Pole normal to the orbital plane. This 487 

means that the top’s axis circulates at precession rate   resisting the orbital motion at 488 

revolution rate  , where it holds  

 . This resistance may produce a slow 489 

revolution gyroscope-effect by precession. 490 

ISS (International Space Station) orbits Earth at the rate   (1 revolution per 90 491 

minutes). On Earth’s ground, there are many restaurants revolving at the same rate. We 492 

need to produce a gimbal-mounted gyroscope spinning at rate   (= 1 rotation per 60 493 

minutes), that is 1.5  , the same rate as the minute hand of a clock. According to 494 

the revolution gyroscope-effect by friction [35], the gimbal-mounted gyroscope must 495 

invert in about 7 hours (Fig. A2) [37]. In ISS the same gyroscope may invert in about 11 496 

hours (Fig. A3) [37], according to the revolution gyroscope-effect by precession (Eqs. 497 

(A5), (A6)) (hypothesis in [36]). This time scale is a possible experimental time. 498 
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Earth’s axial tilt is now 23.5   from the Ecliptic North Pole normal to the orbital 499 

plane (Ecliptic). Its motion is recognized as a precession ( 50 '' /year) and nutation (9.2 ''  500 

/18.6 years). The precession is a retrograde horizontal circular motion with a period 501 

equivalent to 360° per 26000 years, and nutation is a vertical reciprocating motion near 502 

23.5 . Vertical one-way motion is never recognized. But, this is based on astronomical 503 

observations only in the past several thousand years. This time scale is too short to discuss 504 

the history of Earth’s axial tilt. However slow it is, one-way motion as the Earth-scale top 505 

mentioned later would appear for a long time, perhaps for a million years. Nowadays, if 506 

such a revolution gyroscope-effect occurs, it is possible to detect the effect by physical 507 

experiments using a man-made satellite. 508 
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Fig. A2. Revolution gyroscope-effect by friction in a restaurant revolving at rate   (=1 518 

revolution / 90 min) represents inversion of a gimbal-mounted gyroscope spinning at rate 519 

  (=1 rotation / 60 min). This extremely slow version of gyroscope-effect is necessary 520 

to link three different phenomena, that is, ground experiment, satellite experiment, and 521 

Earth’s axis motion. 522 
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Fig. A3. Revolution gyroscope-effect by precession inside ISS revolving at the rate   524 

(=1 revolution / 90 min) represents inversion of a gimbal-mounted gyroscope spinning at 525 

the rate   (=1 rotation / 60 min), in a gravity-free state without friction. Note that the 526 

difference in two expected experiments under the same condition. Its realization will 527 

prove experimentally the gyroscope-effect by precession. Outstanding nutation waves 528 

fade away along with the increase of spin rate ( 10  ) and the curve in the graph 529 

becomes smooth like that in Fig. 1 in the text. 530 
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( ), i.e., a small circulating motion. In other words, a spinning top maintains the slow 540 

precession against the quick revolution, therefore the revolution gyroscope-effect by 541 

precession may arise and cause rising (inverting) motion ( 0 ) to the spin axis. The 542 

effect is represented as a hypothetical torque 3 22( ) sinrev C A     N e e ,  543 

stemmed from Coriolis force and followed by the guiding principles, necessary to be 544 

proved by experiment [36]. Let the spin angular momentum be 3CL e , then from 545 

/ ug revd dt  L N N , precession   and nutation   are represented as follows:  546 
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, where   expresses the rate-amplitude of the precession and nutation. Eq. (A5) 552 

indicates the precession. The first term of the right-hand side of Eq. (A6) represents the 553 

nutation (oscillatory) and the second term represents the inversion (accumulative; our 554 

new hypothesis). Note that precession resisting revolution becomes a driving force to 555 

cause inversion, which acts at the spin axis to align with the revolution axis. 556 

The precession and nutation terms in Eqs. (A5) and (A6) are established (e.g., [11, 557 

38]), but the inversion term remains to be proved experimentally. The magnitude-ratio of 558 

inversion to nutation in Eq. (A6) is of the order of /   /   1 . In the case of 559 
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where   expresses the rate-amplitude of the precession and 
nutation. Eq. (A5) indicates the precession. The first term of the 
right-hand side of Eq. (A6) represents the nutation (oscillatory) and 
the second term represents the inversion (accumulative; our new 
hypothesis). Note that precession resisting revolution becomes a 
driving force to cause inversion, which acts at the spin axis to align 
with the revolution axis.

The precession and nutation terms in Eqs (A5) and (A6) are 
established (e.g., [11, 38]), but the inversion term remains to be 
proved experimentally. The magnitude-ratio of inversion to nutation 
in Eq. (A6) is of the order of          In the case of 
Earth,   The inversion is therefore usually 
buried in the nutation and difficult to observe. The inversion can 
be observed, however, using the kinematical difference between 
the nutation and inversion. Given that the nutation is oscillatory 
and inversion is one-way, the inversion will ultimately exceed the 
nutation and emerge over time; in the case of Earth, the time-scale 
becomes 1 million years. 

(2) Step 2 (dynamics in Fig. 1 in the text): Application to Earth’s 
axial tilt 

Hara [9] applied this hypothesis to an Earth-scale top, a top 
modeled after the real Earth, where the effect caused by Moon is 
more than twice as large as that by Sun.  An Earth-scale top is also 
supposed to be retrograde birth  θ ~ 180O and a constant spin rate 
(1 rotation per 24 hours). Retrograde birth when planetesimals in 
Keplerian orbits accumulate, is a long-familiar scenario [37]. The 
spin rate is regarded as constant ever since the birth to single out 
the influence of the revolution gyroscope-effect by precession. 

Discussion followed by Scarborough [11] and Chandrasekhar 
[38] would be efficient and reliable essentially Then the outline 
is summarized as follows, where subscripts S and m represent the 
effects by Sun and Moon, respectively:

where M (      m) , m2 , and m (= 81.5 m2 ) are the masses of Sun, 
Moon, and Earth; R and r2 are distances from Earth to Sun and 
Moon, respectively;       

denote the spin angular velocity, the revolution angular velocity 
of Earth around Sun, and the revolution angular velocity of Moon 
around Earth, respectively; and t = 0 is chosen when the direction 
of Moon is coincident with that of Sun. The only difference from 
traditional discussion [11, 38] is a hypothetical term        
in Eq. (A11) to be added anew. For mathematical simplicity, 
inversion stage is divided into two parts:     
  (precession-inversion combination) Possibly 
omitting the periodic terms cos 2    , sin 2    , cos 2  2 , sin 2  2 ,  as  
each of these  terms  averages  to  zero,  we  have  only to  treat  the  
average  precession        and inversion        Then the above equations 
become:

Eqs. (A12), (A13) indicate that the precession       causes the 
inverting motion             and we call this pair a precession-inversion 
combination. Adopting the         [11, 38], 
Eqs. (A12) and (A13) become:

This is a value no longer to be ignored. In studying the inversion 
of an Earth-scale top, nothing is more important than the time scale 
perspective, where 106 years are taken as a unit of time. 
b) Stage θ 90O (nutation-jump) 

Eqs. (A8), (A9), (A10), and (A11) become:

At θ = 90O, the driving power      (precession) disappears, but 
instead the nutation vibrates the spin axis to provide the driving 
power. When the spin axis arrives at the maximum amplitude of 
oscillation, the spin axis will jump the 90O- barrier . Any time scale 
of oscillation (nutation) will be negligible in comparison with 
the time scale of 106 years. Thus, we describe the event as the 
“nutation-jump”. Moving into the θ < 90O region, the precession-
inversion term revives. Note that it will take an extreme long time 
to pass through θ ~90O region, compared to the time scale passing 
the stage θ = 90O region, because        in Eq. (A16) becomes 
extremely small near θ = 90O and elongates time to pass through 
the 90O - barrier . As a result, a long stay in a sideways tilt θ ~ 90O 
is compelled. Thus, the Earth-scale top would take a long siesta in 
the past. 
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Earth, / 1/ 26000   . The inversion is therefore usually buried in the nutation and 560 

difficult to observe. The inversion can be observed, however, using the kinematical 561 

difference between the nutation and inversion. Given that the nutation is oscillatory and 562 

inversion is one-way, the inversion will ultimately exceed the nutation and emerge over 563 

time; in the case of Earth, the time-scale becomes 1 million years. 564 

(2) Step 2 (dynamics in Fig. 1 in the text): Application to Earth’s axial tilt  565 

Hara [9] applied this hypothesis to an Earth-scale top, a top modeled after the real 566 

Earth, where the effect caused by Moon is more than twice as large as that by Sun. An 567 

Earth-scale top is also supposed to be retrograde birth ~ 180   and a constant spin rate 568 

(1 rotation per 24 hours). Retrograde birth when planetesimals in Keplerian orbits 569 

accumulate, is a long-familiar scenario [37]. The spin rate is regarded as constant ever 570 

since the birth to single out the influence of the revolution gyroscope-effect by precession. 571 

Discussion followed by Scarborough [11] and Chandrasekhar [38] would be efficient and 572 

reliable essentially. Then the outline is summarized as follows, where subscripts S and m 573 

represent the effects by Sun and Moon, respectively:  574 
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, where ( )M m , 2m , and 2( 81.5 )m m  are the masses of Sun, Moon, and Earth; 582 

R  and 2r  are distances from Earth to Sun and Moon, respectively; ( 1 rpd)  , 583 

( 1 rpy)  , and 2 ( 1/ 27.32 rpd)   denote the spin angular velocity, the revolution 584 

angular velocity of Earth around Sun, and the revolution angular velocity of Moon around 585 

Earth, respectively; and 0t   is chosen when the direction of Moon is coincident with 586 

that of Sun. The only difference from traditional discussion [11, 38] is a hypothetical term 587 

2 sin     in Eq. (A11) to be added anew. For mathematical simplicity, inversion 588 

stage is divided into two parts: 90  ; 90  . 589 

a) Stage 90   (precession-inversion combination)  590 

Possibly omitting the periodic terms cos 2 , sin 2 , 2cos 2 , 2sin 2 , as each of 591 

these terms averages to zero, we have only to treat the average precession   and 592 

inversion  . Then the above equations become:  593 

( ) cosS m S m                                   (A12) 594 

          02 sin 2 ( )cos sin sin 2S m                    (A13) 595 

          0 ( )S m                                               (A14) 596 

Eqs. (A12), (A13) indicate that the precession   causes the inverting motion 597 

0   and we call this pair a precession-inversion combination. Adopting the 598 

17.4 ''/S y  , 37.6 ''/m y   [11, 38], Eqs. (A12) and (A13) become:  599 
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55.0 cos ( "/ )y   ( 50.4 "/ y  when 23.5  ),       (A15) 600 

60.1365 sin 2 ( / 10 years)   .                          (A16) 601 

This is a value no longer to be ignored. In studying the inversion of an Earth-scale top, 602 

nothing is more important than the time scale perspective, where 610 years  are taken as 603 

a unit of time. 604 

b) Stage 90   (nutation-jump)  605 

Eqs. (A8), (A9), (A10), and (A11) become:  606 

0 ; 0S   (= constant= 90S ); 0m   (= constant= 90m ),   (A17) 607 

90 2 90sin 2( ) sin 2( )S S m mt t                              (A18) 608 

At 90  , the driving power   (precession) disappears, but instead the nutation 609 
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The graph in Fig. 1 in the text indicates a result, starting at present 
(θ = 23.5 ) and going back into the past, obtained from 

in Eq.(A15)), as one of five models chosen from among 1.609" and 
2.0O derived from observational and theoretical discussions [9]; 1 
million years are appropriated to the nutation-jump. Furthermore, 
the effect of the tidal friction in slowing down the Earth’s spin 
would elongate the graph into the past. As a result, 4.6 × 106 years 
ago, the axial tilt at birth might have been smaller less than θ 
~179.5O.

Appendix 2
Formation of N2, O2, and H2O by nuclear transformation 
Since it is expected that the formation of nitrogen is distinctively 
associated with the formation of the carbonaceous rocks, we 
consider the dynamic reaction that the carbon and oxygen atoms 
in carbonate crystals interact to form nitrogen atoms. The process 
comes about as a result of physical catalytic help of excited 
electrons (e*) arising from plate tectonics and geoneutrinos (νe) 
[27-29] :

When we reconsider nuclear transmutation under high temperature 
and pressure, the following reaction is obtained [27-29].

Deuteron fusions are generally expressed by the following 
reactions.

and

where γ and n are the photon and neutron, respectively. From Eqs. 
(A19), (A21), and (A22), we get

Thus Eq. (A23) becomes an important reaction from a viewpoint 
of geoscience as follows:

Eq. (A24) distinctly indicates formation of gases with a N2 to O2 to 
H2O ratio of 2 : 1 : 2.
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31 
 

12C + 16O + 2e* + 2νe + γ → 14N + 16O + 1H + n −5.29 MeV .       (A23) 644 

Thus Eq. (A23) becomes an important reaction from a viewpoint of geoscience as 645 

follows:  646 

412C + 416O + 8e*+ 8νe +4 γ → 214N2 +216O2 + 41H + 4n 647 

→ 214N2↑+16O2↑+ 21H2
16O↑+ 4n − 21.16 MeV.           (A24) 648 

Eq. (A24) distinctly indicates formation of gases with a N2 to O2 to H2O ratio of 2 : 1 : 2. 649 
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